
HEAT EXCHANGE IN JET COOLING SYSTEMS 
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Results are presented from an experimental study of heat exchange in a channel with 
jet delivery of a coolant. Criterional equations are proposed to calculate the ef- 
fective temperature of the flow and local heat-transfer coefficients. 

Formulation of the Problem and Description of the E_xperimental Unit. The cooling of 
surfaces by jets is widely used in power plants. In connection with this, there has recently 
been considerable study of heat exchange in jet cooling systems. The literature contains 
fairly detailed recommendations on calculating heat transfer in the flow of a single jet onto 
a surface in the absence of a longitudinal entraining flow and with the assumption of equality 
of the temperatures in the jet and in the environment [1-4]. Isolated studies have been made 
of heat transfer in the flow of a jet on a surface in the presence of a lengthwise flow in a 
channel [2, 5-7], but most of these works examined the range of small values of the injection 
parameter mo~ representing the ratio of the initial mass velocity of the jet to the mean mass 
velocity of the longitudinal flow (mo = (pu)~o/(pu)]2~12) The correlations suggested in [6] 
were obtained for mean heat-transfer coefficients on aspecific model with equality of the 
temperatures in the jet and the longitudinal flow. In actual jet systems there is often in- 
teraction between individual jets and a nonisothermal longitudinal flow (either autonomously 
or by the formation of neighboring jets after the initial jets reach the surface), at both 
small and large values of the injection parameter up to mo * =. 

The present work studies the process of heat exchange in an annular channel. A gas jet 
is delivered through one wall of the channel (Fig. la). To develop a method of calculating 
heat transfer under these conditions, we have to study the laws of the distribution of the 
local heat-transfer coefficients in the flow of a jet on a surface when the longitudinal flow 
in the channel is nonisothermalo We propose to take a new, semiempirical approach to ana- 
lyzing the heat-exchange process in the channel on the basis of superposition of the solu- 
tions for each jet in the system individually. 

Features of the heat-exchange process being studied include: 

I) occurrence of the heat exchange with a variable gas discharge along the channel due 
to mixing of the jet (transverse) flow in the longitudinal gas flow, the jets of the jet flow 
here intensifying the heat-exchange process; 

2) formation of a boundary layer (film) on the inside surface of the outer wall as a 
result of flowing of the jets over the channel surface; 

3) occurrence of heat and mass exchange between the individual jets of the transverse 
flow and the longitudinal gas flow. 

Given the above conditions, the temperature of the heat carrier will be quite nonuni- 
form both over the height and over the surface of the channel. Thus, there arises the prob- 
lem of choosing the determining temperature of the flow when calculating the heat-transfer 
coefficient in accordance with Newton's formula. It was suggested that the effective tem- 
perature of the flow [8] be usedas the determining temperature, which makes it possible to 
allow for the change in the temperature of each jet in its interaction with the longitudinal 
flow under the condition that their temperatures differ. By the effective temperature, we 
mean the temperature that the thermally insulated surface of the channel would have from the 
interaction of the transverse jet flow with the nonisothermal lengthwise flow. Then we can 
write Newton's formula for the heat-transfer coefficient in the form 

~= q___e_~ (I) 
T~--T e' 
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Fig. I. Distribution of the effective temperature of the 
flow (b) and the heatrtransfer coefficients (a) for a system 
of four rowsofholes:l) Gf~o/Gf2 o = 0.55; 2) 1.07; 3) 0.31. 
(I -- test surface; II -- jet; III -- transverse (jet) flow). 

where qw is the heat flux on the channel surface; T w is the temperature of the surface. 

The heat-exchange process was studied experimentally in an annular channel (Fig. la). 
Air was blown from a system of holes through the perforated inside wall (transverse jet 
flow). An independent flow of air was also provided along the channel (longitudinal flow). 
The experimental unit allowed us to preheat the longitudinal flow and to heat the outer wall 
of the annular channel by the passage of a low-voltage alternating current. The working sub- 
stance was air. The outer surface of the test section was protected with a heat-insulating 
shell to prevent heat loss. The temperature of the surface was measured with 27 thermo- 
couples. The test section was designed so as to permit rotation of the inside tube to mea- 
sure the temperature field about the perimeter of the channel. The height of the channel 
was regulated by changing the diameter of the inside tube. 

The tests were conducted in the following ranges of the basic parameters: injection 
parameter mo = (pu)s0/(gu)f=~8; Reynolds number in the longitudinal flow Ref= = (pu)f2deq/~ = 
3.103-3.10~; degree of nonlsothermality of the longitudinal flow (ratloof the initial tem- 
peratures in the longitudinal flow and in the jet) Tf2o/Tso = i-2; heat flux on the surface 
qw = 6"i03-1.4"i0~ W/mZ; relative height of annular channel H = h/do = 3-8.5; relative spa- 
cing of the jets Af=Ax/do>>~13. 

The heat-transfer study was conducted in two stages. 

i. We studied laws of change in the effective temperature over the channel surface. 
For this purpose, we thermally insulated the outer wall of the channel and preheated the 
longitudinal gas flow. Also, we measured the temperature distribution over the channel sur- 
face in the tests. 

2. We established laws of change in the local heat-transfer coefficients over the chan- 
nel surface. Here, the outer wall was heated by the passage of an electrical current through 
it, and we determined the local heat-transfer coefficient. 

The analysis was performed for the neighborhood of the critical point of jet flow and 
in the region of the boundary flow. The analysis was based on laws of the discharge of a 
jet into an infinite longitudinal flow. The effect of the longitudinal flow on the basic 
characteristics of the jet can be determined in accordance with experimental studies [9-11]. 
Test data on the change in axial velocity Usm along the path of the jet was generalized by 
an equation permitting an asymptotic solution to the case of a submerged Jet (mo ~ ~): 

when H 6.2 

( u ~  ul~ cos ~ = 1 - -  exp - - 0 . 5  ( 2 )  
HsO ~ l 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of relative effective temperature of 
flow in the vicinity of the critical point of jet flow on 
the injection parameter: i) H = 3.5; 2) 6.5; 3) 8.5. 

Fig. 3. Dependence of the heat-transfer coefficient in the 
vicinity of the critical point of the jet flow on the in- 
jection parameter. 

when H > 602 

Usm - -  U]2 COs 
Us0 

Notation is the same as in Fig. 2. 

= 1- -exp  --0.039 ~,6 /J s ' (3) 

where 8 is the angle of inclination of the ~et path to the longitudinal flow; ~ = s/do. 

The length of the jet path s and the angle of its inclination 8 can be determined on t]he 
basis of the correlation for the jet axis [ii] 

= o.78 I "~ ( P'~ 1 o.,, s  o.=o 

assuming y = he 

Results of Study of the Effective Flow Temperature. Experimental determination of the 
effective temperature reduced to measuring the temperature of the thermally insulated surface. 
The completed tests showed (Fig. Ib) that the temperature field of the channel surface is 
quite nonuniform. 

To analyze the laws of change in the relative effective temperature Oe= (T/2--Te)/(T/2--Tso), 
we have to know the distribution of the mean-mass temperature in the annular channel Tf2 and 
the temperature of the gas along the inside tube Tf~, which determines the initial tempera- 
ture of the gas in the jet Tso. The temperature of the gas in the inside tube, with allow- 
ance for heat transfer through its wall, was determined experimentally with a movable an- 
tenna-type thermocouple. It was found that the law of change in the temperature along the 
inside tube for the case of a thermally insulated channel surface is satisfactorily described 
by the relation 

011-- TI1--TII~ -- x (5) 
Tm -- Trio I 0 -- 9x'  

where x = x/Z is the relative coordinate along the tube axiso 

Experimental studies [2, 6, 7] have shown that, with a sufficiently large spacing be- 
tween jets (A2~13), the distribution of gas discharge in the jet system is nearly uniform~ 
Then the mean-mass temperature of the gas in the annular channel can be determined by solving 
the heat balance equation for an annular channel and an internal tube, which is written as 
follows in this case 

dT12 d T  n 
(6]2 0 --}- G]l~) cp ~ -Jl- (G/lo - -  G]lO~ Cp T -~ Cp (T]2 - -  r l 0  = 0, (6) 

where Gfxo and Gf2o are respectively the initial air discharge into the inside tube and the 
annular channel. 

(7 )  

Using the solution of Eqo (6) with allowance for (5), we find 

~( Gs2~ +I 1 
@i2= T f ~ - - T , ~ o  = ' G,m , [l_q_ (Tnz--Tno)(X--1)  ] 

T]2z - -  T:20 O/z~ q- x (10 - -  O-x) (Z f l  0 - -  Tf2o) " 

G/lo 
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Figure 2 shows results of our study of the effective temperature of the flow in the 
neighborhood of the critical point of the Jet flow. The experimental data is satisfactorily 
generalized by a criterional relation of the form 

@e h = _ 5 1 2 - -  Yeh = 1 - -  exp ( - -0 .06m~, lH  -a Re~32)when H ~< 6,2, ( 8 )  
T~2-- T,o 

8e h T]2- Teh = 1 exp i , -z o s2 = - -  ( - -0 ,06m o, H Refi ) 6,2 when H >  6.2. 
TI~--  T,o H 

Here, the Reynolds number in the longitudinal flow (Refa) was determined from the total dis- 
charge in the given section of the channel with allowance for mixing of the Jet flow into the 
longitudinal flow. As the determining temperature, we used the mean-mass temperature of the 
gas in the given section of the annular channel, while we used the equivalent diameter of the 
channel deq = 2h as the characteristic dimension. 

In finding criterional relations to calculate the effective temperature of the flow 
after the jet reaches the surface, as scales it is best to choose the temperature in the 
vicinity of the critical point and the velocity of flow of the jet on the surface. By the 
jet flow velocity on the surface, we mean the velocity that would exist on its axis in the 
case of a free jet at a distance from the initial section equal to the height of the channel 
(y = h). The velocity of the jet on its axis in flowing over the surface (Ush) is calculated 
with allowance for the interaction of the jet with the longitudinal (entraining) flow by means 
of Eqs. (2) and (3). 

Use of the injection parameter, determined from the jet flow velocity m h = (0U)sh/ 
(pu)fa, as the determining criterion allows us to generalize the test results from the study 
of the effective flow temperature with a single criterional relation for annular channels of 
different heights: 

Along the x axis 

along the z axis 

O~ (Xo) --  Tf~ - -  T~ (xo) = exp [--A~of (mh)], ( 9 )  
(rs.,. - -  T~)h 

O~(zo) = Tf~ - -  T~ (zo). = exp [--Azoq~ (mh)]. 

Here, A = 0.112; f(mh) = i- mh -~ in the direction of the longitudinal flow; f(mh) = i + 
m~ ~ in the direction opposite the longitudinal flow; r I q- m~ I" ~; the coordinates 
x~'-- xo/do and ~o = zo/do were reckoned from the critical point of the jet flow on the sur- 
face. The distribution of the mean-mass temperature along the annular channel was determined 
in accordance with (7). 

Criterional relations (8), (9) for the effective temperature T e are universal in charac- 
ter, since the mean-mass temperature of the flow is used as the scale. In the presence of 
heat exchange on the surface, the problem of calculating the effective temperature by Eqs. 
(8) and (9) reduces to determining the mean-mass temperature Tfa, which can be found from 
the heat-balance equation corresponding to the conditions of the specific problem. 

Results of Study of Local Heat-Transfer Coefficient. The heat-transfer coefficients 
were calculated in accordance with Eq. (i). The distribution of the effective temperature 
of the flow was determined on the Basis of the condition that criterional relations (8) and 
(9), obtained with a thermally insulated channel surface, are also valid for the case of an 
uninsulated channel surface (in the presence of heat exchange). The effect of heat exchange 
on the effective flow temperature is manifest in a change in the mean-mass temperature of 
the flow in the annular channel during the heat exchange. 

The change in the mean-mass temperature of the gas along the annular channel can be ob- 
tained from the solution of the heat-balance equation 

-- dTi~ ~ ~ Q (i0) 
(GI~o + G:~oX) c~ ~ + (Gs~o - -  G:, j )  cp + cp (Tj~ - -  Tj,) = 7-"  

The law of change in the gas temperature along the inside tube (as in the case of a thermally 
insulated surface) was determined experimentally and is satisfactorily generalized by the 
following relation: 
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Fig. 4. Heat exchange near the 
critical point of the jet flow: 
i) H = 3.5; 2) 4.25; 3) 6.5; 4) 
8.5; N* = {Nuh}{0.0025 R~eso[l + 
exp(--0.64mo/mopt) ] + 0.49} -z. 

O/t= Tfx--TI1 o = X 
T#z -- Tjlo 10 -- 9x z" 

In accordance with the solution of Eq. (i0) and with allowance for (ii), 
the mean-mass temperature of the gas in the annular channel is written thusly 

x(  G[2o + 1) 
Of 2= Tf~- -T / , zo= ~ G [ l o  .[I_F(Tnz--T,~o)(~" 1 ) G , I , , ]  

Ts~z -- Ts.2 o Gs.~____to + ~- 10 -- 9x 2 Q " 
Gilo 

(ii) 

the expression for 

(12) 

Knowing the mean-mass temperature of the gas along the annular channel and the inside 
tube (the initial temperature of the gas in the jet), we can find the distribution of the ef- 
fective flow temperature over the surface of the channel in the presence of heat exchange in 
accordance with criterional relations (8), (9). 

Figure ic shows a typical distribution of the local heat-transfer coefficients over the 
channel surface. It can be seen from the curves that the maximum value of the coefficient 
is seen near the critical point of jet flow on the surface. The coefficient decreases with 
increasing distance from the critical point. These results agree qualitatively with the re- 
suits in [5]. 

Heat exchange was analyzed in the vicinity of the critical point and in the region of 
jet flow over the channel surface. According to studies of heat transfer in the flow of a 
jet over a surface in the absence of longitudinal flow, heat transfer near the critical point 
is a function of the Reynolds number of the jet -- determined from the initial parameters in 
the jet (Reso = (PU)sodo/p) -- and of the relative height of the channel H. 

The completed tests showed (Fig. 3) that in the presence of a longitudinal flow, heat 
transfer near the critical point depends on the injection parameter mo as well as on other 
factors. Meanwhile, for each value of channel height there is an optimum value of the in- 
jection parameter mopt at which the heat-transfer rate is maximal (Fig. 3). 

Analysis of the results of experimental study of heat transfer showed that the optimum 
value of the injection parameter occurs in a region in which, as the parameter increases, 
the longitudinal flow ceases to affect the change in velocity on the jet axis at the distance 
h from its initial section. Assuming that the heat-transfer maximum is realized under the 
condition Ush/Us.h = 0.95 (where Us. h is the velocity on the axis of a submerged jet at the 
distance h, i.e., as mo + ~), from Eqs. (2) and (3) we obtain a relation for determining the 
optimum value of the injection parameter mopt: 

mop, = 2.73M'.'  ( P" / when M < 6.2, 
\ P, / (13)  

/ Pi8 \ - 0 . 2 8  
m~r = 11,37H0:34 C--~-~ ) when H >  6.2. 

The Reynolds number Resh = (PU)shdo/p is determined from the jet flow rate, which is 
calculated from Eqs. (2) and (3). The results of the experimental study of the heat-trans- 
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fer coefficient are satisfactorily generalized by the following criterional relation (Fig. 
4): 

Nuh={0.0025~[l+exp(--0.64 mo )l+0.49}YRe.h. (14) 
mopt 

To find the law of the distribution of the local heat-transfer coefficients over the 
channel surface, we used the heat-transfer coefficient and the velocity at the critical 
point of jet flow as the scale. The following criterional relations were obtained. They 
adequately generalize the test results for the distribution of local heat-transfer coeffi- 
cients over the channel surface 

along the x axis 

along the z axis 

s (xo) - So 

(S - -  So) h 
= exp  [--Axof(mh)], ( 1 5 )  

s (Zo) - -  So = exp  I - - A ~  (mh)l ,  

( s - S o ) h  

where A = 0.244; f(mh) = i --mh ~ in the direction of the longitudinal flow; f(mh) = I + 
mh ~ counter to this flow; ~(mh)=l~-mh1"1; ao is the heat-transfer coefficient in the 
channel section of interest with a stabilized, uniform flow of the coolant. 

NOTATION 

s, coordinate along the jet axis; x, z, coordinates along the generatrix and about the 
circumference of the annular channel; d, diameter; P, perimeter; h, height of annular chan- 
nel; Z, length of annular channel; G, discharge of coolant; Q, heat flux on outer channel; 
a, heat-transfer coefficient; u, velocity; T, temperature; Te, effective flow temperature; 
m = (PU)s/(PU)fa, injection parameter; Re = pud/~, Reynolds number; Nu = ~d/l, Nusselt num- 
ber; K = ~/ao, heat-transfer intensification coefficient; ~, absolute viscosity of air; l, 
thermal conductivity of air; Cp, specific heat of air; p, density of air. Indices: 0, pa- 
rameters in the initial section of the jet, the annular channel, and the inside tube; l, pa- 
rameters at the outlet of the annular channel and inside tube; s, parameters of the jet; h, 
parameters near the critical point of jet flow on the surface; fa, parameters of the air 
flow in the annular channel; fx, parameters of the air flow in the inside tube; w, parameters 
of the channel wall, 
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HEAT TRANSFER OF A CYLINDRICAL FILM-TYPE TRANSDUCER 

IN A HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER WITH INTERNAL HEATING 

I. L. Povkh, F. V. Nedopekin, 
and A. M. Novikov 

UDC 533.6.08:536.5 

The article examines the heat transfer of a cylindrical film-type transducer in a 
hot-wire anemometer with an internal heat source operating in a moving medium. 

One of the more promising directions being taken in the development of thermoanemometric 
measurement technology, employed in experimental aerohydrodynamics, is the use of transducers 
in the form of a dielectric base with a superimposed metallic film [i, 2]. Theoretical and 
experimental studies show that the process of heat exchange between the film and the dielec- 
tric base has a significant effect on the metrological characteristics of the transducer [3]. 
Heat exchange between the film and base can be reduced by using an internal heat source to 
create a temperature gradient between them. To analyze the operation of such a transducer, 
we will examine a model in the form of a finite cylinder of length 2Z with a surface heat 
source of length 2n. An internal heat source ~ is located in the axis of the cylinder (Fig. 
i). Since the local heat-transfer coefficient of the heated cylinder, immersed in the flow 
of the medium, depends on the angle ~, then its heat-conduction equation has the form [4] 

r o 2 1 o ' ~ T ( r , z , ~ ) +  i 0 ~- ] +  ~__ (1)  
a j a r 2  T(r,  z, r ~ T(r, z, eO) m - - - - T ( r ,  z, op)j = 0 .  

r 6r c?z 2 r 2 0 ~  z c? 

However, the temperature field of the substrate under the surface heat source is nearly axi- 
symmetrical, and Eq. (i) takes the form 

a ~ r Or , ~ T ( r ,  z) -t- c? 

The boundary  c o n d i t i o n s  

--% -~-o T(R, z) q- g - - a [ T ( R ,  z) - -  Tmd---- 0, (3) 
ar 

T(0, z) ~= oo, (4) 

~  0) = o, (5) 
Oz 

i T ( r ,  n)= O. (6) 
Oz 

Using (5) and (6), we execute a finite Fourier cosine transform with respect to the 
coordinate z [5]: 

col sin pac 
d 2 d l 

r - - T ( r ,  P)-k T(r,  p ) - - rp2T(r ,  p) q - r  . = 0  (7) 
dr 2 ~ c?ap~ 

and set the boundary conditions: 
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